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Introduction In 2015, German electricity consumers have again paid more than 23 billion € just for the
electrical energy generated by renewables [1]. The costs for new power lines, plant re-dispatch and reserve come on
top. For comparison: the total federal budget of Germany amounts to about 317 billion € [2]. At the same time the
success of the “Energiewende” seems to be limited due to rising costs and CO2-emissions as well as the increasing
vulnerability of the grid. Traditional energy companies are declining. For example the value of the former big
two energy companies E.ON and RWE at the stock exchange dropped from 145.5 billion € in 2007 to 26.9 billion €
today [3].
Also the protagonists of the new technologies have severe
economic problems. The Solar Valley in Sachsen-Anhalt,
where with federal public funding of 40 million € [4],
a centre of production for solar panels had been established,
is already shutdown. Also the installation of wind turbines
has decreased in 2015: the new installed capacity declined
from 4,750 megawatt (MW) in 2014 to 3,730 MW in
2015. [5]
At the same time the German industry alerts on rising
electricity generation costs endangering productivity.
All these complaints are publicly available, but nevertheless, the public support remains widely unchallenged.
Even the newest attempt to quit also electricity generation
with coal and lignite and the 2011 nuclear phase out enjoy
great popularity. This overwhelming support for the
Energiewende project mostly by people not very familiar
with the energy supply system and its needs and principles,
relies on several mostly politically driven cornerstones:
 Strong German pacifist, anti-nuclear and ecologist
political movement based on the history as front state
during the cold war.
 A focus of the climate discussion on electricity, neg
lecting two thirds of Germany's energy consumption
 The role of the Feed-in Law for renewable energy (EEG)
as one of the very few political instruments to distribute
money to the wealthy and assertive middle class.
 At the same time the exemptions for industry with high
energy consumptions make the EEG to one of the most
effective instruments to foster the German industry by
providing low energy costs.
Such a system based on multiple compensations for diverse
stakeholders – that by-the-way factually destroyed the
electricity market scheme introduced since 1998 – turns
out to be increasingly complex. The need for political
re-engineering grows from year to year together with
increasing demand for further financial input.
2
Energiewende – Attempt of a definition
Literally spoken, the term Energiewende is a naval term
that means Energy tacking. In a political context “tack” has
a double signification because the political change following the fall of the wall around the former German Democratic Republic was also called “die Wende”. The other
signification can be understood looking at the historical
evolution of Germany's per capita gross interior product
compared to the primary consumption as graphed in
Figure 1. States with an energy intensive economy like the
USA or Canada are at the very right of the diagram and
wealthy states with relatively low energy consumption like
Denmark or Switzerland are at the top. During the

industrialization of the Wirtschaftswunder years between
the 1950ies and the 1970ies, Germany's economic growth
was directly linked increasing energy consumption. Already between 1970 and 1990 a first phase of the energy
tack started mainly due to the development of the services
sector which decoupled economic growth from energy
consumption. The decline of the energy-ineffective
East-German industry in the 1990ies then accelerated the
tack. Since then, Germany has followed a policy of small
steps that allow to gradually accomplish the tack.
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Fig. 1.
Germany's historic gross-interior product evolution versus primary energy consumption [6]. Source: BMWi

Today, the government is positioning Germany as very
ambitious regarding climate change prevention and their
communication [7] sounds as if they went beyond the
framework formulated October 2014 by the European
Council [8]. The current climate targets are:
 A reduction of CO2 emissions by 40 % in 2030
compared to 1990.
 A 27 % share of renewables.
It is worth noting that today official communication does
not state clearly what the basis for this reduction is.
It may be 27 % of electric power consumption, which is not
really ambitious as in 2014 renewable generation has
already been standing for 26 % [9]. However, if the basis is
total energy consumption, then the objective is very
ambitious as in 2014 renewable generation stood for 11 %
only [10].
The continuation of this article will allow the reader to
judge by him-/herself whether Germany is currently on a
route that is compatible with these objectives.
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3	The history of Energiewende
in Germany
If you ask the German in the street about when to his belief
the energy tack actually started, the most frequent answer
you get is “in 2011”, i.e. the second nuclear phase-out.
However Fig. 1 hints at the fact that the start was in the
1970ies.
The older ones among us might remember that during
cold war times in the 1970ies and 1980ies, Germany was
considered as the probable battlefield of a third world war.
There was a very active peace movement in Western
Germany and the activists of this peace movement were
not only against nuclear weapons but also against civil
nuclear power. One might wonder why the same people
were both against a strong defense capability in Western
Europe and against a reliable source of power?
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Fig. 2.
Gas imports to Germany, historic evolution [12].

Actually both topics were in the core interest of the
 oviet Union. In the 1970ies and 1980ies, the Soviet Union
S
greatly increased their exports of Siberian gas to Germany
(Figure 2). One of the largest – if not the largest – source
of convertible currency. After the first oil shock in the
1970ies, Germany‘s original plan – just like France's – was
to cover two thirds of the electricity supply with nuclear
power [11]. This was definitely a threat for gas exporters.
It is true that during the cold war the Soviet Union was a
reliable supplier. However, in those times Germany still
had 23 operating nuclear power plants, and subsidized
domestic hard coal mining. Today the German negotiation
position is much weaker as gas provides the only existing
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Fig. 3.
2014 Germany’s sources of primary energy and procurement costs [13].
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large scale energy storage capacity able to compensate
fluctuations from intermittent renewable generation. The
resulting negotiation weakness could be experienced in
January 2009, when Russia interrupted gas supply via
Ukraine for two weeks. Inside Germany North-South-
bottlenecks in the gas networks caused gas shortages in
southern Germany, where some gas plants could not
operate.
4	Primary energy balance and
import costs
The public debate in Germany is essentially focused on
electricity and its sources like renewables, nuclear power
and more recently – since the nuclear exit – also on lignite.
As a result, the German public debate on energy practically
ignores two thirds of the primary energy supply which is
hard coal, gas and oil (see Figure 3). In 2014, Germany
paid 76.8 billion € for these imports, more than three times
the 23.6 billion € paid for the renewable feed-in tariffs.
The fact that the public attention is inversely proportional
to the economic relevance of the different forms of primary
energy allows the oil and gas industry to do profitable
business in the shadow of the German public debate. The
shutdown of German nuclear-, lignite- and coal plants
provides an immediate benefit for the gas importers. To
a certain extent, this lack of public interest is under
standable, because a major share of the value chain of the
oil and gas industries is outside the reach of German or
European legislation anyhow.
5	Feed-in tariffs overrule market
competition
Since 1991, legislation up to the actual EEG guarantees
feed-in tariffs for renewable power generation. And since
then, the tariffs have been constantly decreasing for solar
and wind power (Figure 4). This decrease has been
accelerated for solar power in 2010 and as a consequence
the German solar industry disappeared in a wave of
insolvencies. Today, the German feed-in tariffs for solar are
subsidizing mainly Asian panel producers. Fig. 4 shows
the equivalent of the tax on nuclear fuel introduced in
2010 in exchange for the lifetime extensions for nuclear
power plants. The lifetime extensions have been taken
back in 2011, while the nuclear fuel tax is kept. In general,
it is rare that taxes are abolished.
Against this trend, the tariffs for offshore wind and for
geothermal power have been increased. The increases were
necessary in order to attract investors. While by today already 2,264 MW of offshore wind plants are installed [14],

Fig. 4.
Evolution of German feed-in tariffs for renewables and tax on nuclear fuel.
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Fig. 5.
Greenhouse gas emissions [19].

6
Greenhouse gas emissions
Since 2009, Germany's greenhouse gas emissions are
stagnating as Figure 5 shows. In 2014, the association of
German coal importers was celebrating a historic record:
never in its history has Germany imported as much as
56 million tons of hard coal [17]. A non-negligible
contributor to the slight reduction in 2014 is the fact that
this year was the warmest year ever since the start of
temperature measures in 1881 [18]. For 2015, even a slight
increase of CO2-emissions has been measured despite the
fact that the year has had again highly above-average
temperature. The shutdown of the nuclear power plant in
Grafenrheinfeld according to the phase-out schedule
might have contributed to that effect.
It is the official target to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 40 % compared to 1990. From today‘s point
of view, it will not look as if the climate targets are going to
be achieved without further substantial changes.
7
Electricity price evolution
In public communication in Germany there is no consen
sus on the question whether electricity prices are increasing
or decreasing as a consequence of the Energiewende. The
reason for this confusion is that most consumers see
increasing prices whereas the energy intensive industry
benefits from lower prices because it is exempted from
contributing to renewables costs. Figure 6 shows the price
increases for a typical mid-sized enterprise. Today, half the
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amounts paid by such an enterprise are taxes, tolls and
allocations. Due to the Energiewende, these have seen an
increase that outweighs the decrease of the wholesale
price at the European Energy Exchange. With a contribution
of just 13 %, the wholesale price for electrical energy today
is just a minor contributor to the overall electricity bill.
The price level of the wholesale price for electrical
energy at the European Energy Exchange is now so low that
conventional power plants operating with gas and
increasingly also coal plants become economically
unviable. They are left with just a few operating hours per
year. One after the other is shutting down. On the other
hand, the exempted energy intensive industry enjoys a
progressive decrease of their electricity prices. As a result,
most electricity consumers pay higher prices because they
have to pay for the increasing difference between the
decreasing wholesale prices and the guaranteed feed-in
tariffs for renewables.
In order to understand the reason for the decrease of
the wholesale energy price at the European Energy
Exchange, it helps to look at Figure 7. The figure shows the
marginal cost curve for Germany's whole conventional
electricity generation system without solar, wind and
biomass plants. The y-axis describes the costs incurred for
the generation of one additional MWh. The run-off river
plants have a marginal cost close to zero, the nuclear plants
around 7 €/MWh without the tax on nuclear fuel, the
lignite plants around 10 €/MWh, the hard-coal plants from

Fig. 6.
German industry power price for an annual consumption of 60 to 20,000 MWh mid-voltage connection. The yellow line shows the spot market price
at the European Energy Exchange [20].
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in the case of geothermal power with a
total installed capacity of just 35 MW
the investment threshold still does not
seem to be reached. [15]
Nevertheless, it is undoubted, that
the EEG-scheme replaces the market
mechanisms introduced on an
initiative by the European Union in
1998. In 2015, 30 % of Gemany's
electricity generation enjoyed the
fixed feed-in tariffs [16]. These 30 %,
however are sufficient to exclude an
overproportional share of the former
market participants by preventing
valid price signals from the merit
order which is going to be evaluated
later in chapter 8.
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Fig. 7.
Marginal cost curve of Germany’s electricity generation system without solar,
wind and biomass [21].
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Fig. 8.
Marginal cost curve of Germany’s electricity generation system with solar, wind and biomass
on April 14, 2014, when the total renewable generation summed up to a record 38.8 GW.

30 to 45 €/MWh and the gas plants from 50 to 100 €/MWh
depending on the technology. A combined-cycle plant has
a higher efficiency than a single gas turbine. In an
electricity market with oversupply, the wholesale price will
be determined by the marginal costs of the last power plant
that is still needed to cover the total electrical load.
Throughout the year, Germany's total electrical load varies
between 40 and 80 GW. As a consequence the wholesale
power price in a situation without solar, wind and biomass
would fluctuate throughout the year between 30 and
100 €/MWh and indeed the prices were in this range
before the massive installation of solar and wind power.
Figure 8 now shows the situation encountered April 14,
2014. On this day the simultaneous electricity generation
of all renewable plants summed up to a total of 38.8 GW.
The total installed renewable capacity was 85GW. The
difference can be explained by the fact that in practice the
wind never blows at optimum speed on all wind plants
while the sun shines on all solar plants at the best angle at
the same time. On a daily basis, the four transmission grid
operators collect all the renewable power generation and
offer it at the power exchange. They offer it at the minimum
price in order to be sure to get rid of it. As a consequence,
the marginal cost curve shifts to the right and the
conventional power plants are driven out of the market.
The resulting power price range is now between zero and
30 €/MWh.
Throughout the year, the marginal cost curve is moving
between the two extremes shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8
depending on the actual renewable generation.
The plants that are the furthest to the right of the
marginal cost curve are the gas plants. They are currently
under the strongest economic pressure while lignite plants
are still able to generate profits. A lignite plant emits about
1.1 ton of CO2 per MWh generated while a gas plant's
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Fig. 9.
Available cross-border transmission capacity [24] compared to renewable generation [25].
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e missions are about 0.5 t. This effect is another reason for
the missing decrease of CO2 emissions since 2009.
8
Cross-border transmission capacity
When considering the question, whether the German
Energiewende has the potential to be a role model for
Europe, it is interesting to look at cross-border effects. It is
worth noting that the sum of all cross-border transmission
capacities across Germany's borders so far is higher than
the maximum power injected simultaneously by renew
ables into the grid. Germany's neighbouring countries help
to bolster the fluctuations caused by renewable generation. As a countermeasure, Poland [22] and the Czech
Republic are installing phase shifter transformers for
73 million € [23] that are able to actively limit uncontrolled cross-border transmission (Figure 9).
9
Distribution effects of feed-in tariffs
It is one perspective to analyse which technology receives
the feed-in tariffs. From a political perspective, it is also
useful to look at the fact which Bundesländer (federal
states) benefit from the wealth reallocation via feed-in
tariffs.
Concerning absolute figures there are two federal states
earning most of the feed-tariffs: Bavaria (as a major site for
solar and biomass generation) with nearly 4 billion € in
2014 and Lower Saxony (as major place for wind energy)
with nearly 3 billion €.
The Figure 10 shows both payments received by federal
states and those contributed. Bavaria and Lower Saxony
are also heavy electricity consumers. While Bavaria's
balance is rather neutral, Lower Saxony has a positive cash
effect of about 450 million €. Nevertheless, Bavaria
succeeds as the federal state with the highest electricity
consumption not to have any additional financial burden
from the 24 billion € support for renewables.
The main burden is with other states, namely North
Rhine-Westphalia with its high consumption compared to
a rather little installed renewable capacity. The net burden
for the three wealthiest Länder Bavaria, Baden-Württemberg and Hesse seems to be comparatively lower than for
the others. [26]
While the geographical distribution effects are well
analysed, there is only very little research concerning the
socioeconomic distribution effects with the society e.g.
between the poor and the rich. A study of the Cologne
Institute for Economic Research from 2012 explains that
poorer households, nearly have the same electricity costs
as rich households, because electricity consumption
doesn't rise significantly with increasing wealth. This
means that the share of the income devoted to supporting
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Fig. 10.
Renewables payments received and contributed by federal states in Germany.

limited by geography and fully dependent on legis
renewables is much higher for low-income households.
lation. The insolvency of one of the largest wind park
At the same time, the study pointed out that 85 % of the
developers PROKON in May 2014 illustrates how acute
support for renewables is cashed-in by high income
their struggle for survival actually is.
earners. [27]
This assumption is lucid as investment in renewable  The four transmission grid operators profit in two
electricity generation assets not only requires capital but
ways:
also real estate property. For a good-earning Bavarian
1. It is the transmission grid operators who in 2014
house owner it is much easier to invest in a photovoltaic
took 23.6 billion € from the electricity consumers
installation on his roof than for a low-income-earner with
and redistributed them to the operators of renew
a rented apartment in a suburb of Berlin. Especially rural
able plants. Despite the corresponding credit risks,
areas – as there are many in Bavaria and Lower Saxony –
they are not required to have a banking or financial
benefit from the renewables subsidies. A landowner can
service provider license.
supply a biomass plant, lease ground for windmills and
2. The modifications of the electricity generation
equip his barn with solar cells.
system require major investments in the grid. Lines
worth several dozen billion Euros have to be built in
order to supply energy-poor southern Germany with
10	The only explanatory approach:
Northern- and Eastern German coal-, lignite- and
Stakeholder analysis
wind power. The regulatory framework grants the
After the explanations given so far, the reader might
transmission system operators an interest rate on
wonder why the Energiewende is being pursued so
own capital before taxes of 9.05 % on these assets
consequently and so far with the support of the German
[29]. It is therefore not astonishing that the transelectorate. It is for this precise reason that this article concludes with the attempt of a certain non-comprehensive
mission system operators rather adopt a neutral
stakeholder analysis along the following three main lines
attitude to the claim to build the new power lines as
(Figure 11): feed-in tariffs, resulting in reduction of
underground cables. An investment in cables would
wholesale electricity prices and the nuclear phase-out.
be higher by a factor of 4 to 10 compared to ordinary
The feed-in tariffs for wind, solar and biomass generate
overland lines [30]. On the other hand the grid
advantages as follows:
operators run the risk that gas plants will already
have been given a profitable regulatory environment
 Private house owners who are able to benefit from
in Southern Germany before the lines have a chance
profitable domestic solar generation typically vote for
to be built.
the political centre. The private house owner's business
The grid operators are owned by foreign pension
case however would suffer, if there was significant
inflation. The reason is that the feed-in tariffs are fixed
funds, other European grid operators and in the
in nominal terms for 20 years. This vulnerability to
South-West by the Land Baden-Württemberg. At least
inflation is a German particularity.
three of the four grid operators mainly have financial
objectives.
 Farmers and forest owners have risk-free income
from renting to wind and solar farms even if the wind  Small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) suffer
forecasts should turn out to have been too optimistic.
from high power prices. However, by definition they
Most vote for Christian Democrats. [28]
do not suffer too much, because if electricity would
constitute more than 20 % of their gross value
 Wind turbine producers and wind park developers
generation, they would receive the status of energy-
obviously need the feed-in tariffs as a basis for their
intensive industry and be exempted from financing
business. The growth of their business is naturally
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the renewables (in some industries this threshold is as
low as 14 %) [31]. The owners of the SMEs usually are
also house owners and thus also among the beneficiaries of the Energiewende. The associations defending
the SMEs interest towards politics also have companies
installing solar panels or wind parks among their
members.
 The Chinese solar industry exported 21 billion €
worth of solar panels to the European Union [32]. In
2014 behind the UK, the second largest share went to
Germany – a handy argument in trade negotiations
when considering the 12.4 billion € exports of the
German car industry to China [33] [34].
The Energiewende causes a reduction of wholesale
electricity prices as explained in chapter 8. With a total
renewable capacity of 85 GW in 2014 compared to 20.5 GW
nuclear before the second nuclear phase-out in 2010 [35],
this effect is stronger than the consequences of the nuclear
phase-out. The consequences are as follows:
 The energy-intensive industry – representing 23 %
of Germany's total consumption- is exempted from
contributing to the renewables and sees decreasing
electricity prices and thus is able to be competitive on
the world market [36].
 The four large utilities are impacted differently
 E.ON-Uniper and EnBW with traditionally strong
nuclear generation are caught between low wholesale prices and the loss of their low-cost generation
capacity. Their suffering is welcomed by the general
public because these companies have had serious
image problems for a long time.
 RWE and Vattenfall suffer less, because they have a
solid share of lignite plants with generation costs so
low that they can make profit even at current market
prices. For them low CO2-emission prices are crucial.
 The gas industry suffers because as shown in chapter 8, the gas plants are not in the market anymore.
However, since 2013, 11 gas and coal plants have been
identified as system-relevant by the grid regulator
Bundesnetzagentur [37]. These plants are kept operational with payments routed by the transmission
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Fig. 11.
Stakeholder analysis of the Energiewende.
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grid operators from the electricity consumers. With
increasing renewable installation, the need for such
system-relevant plants will increase. This effect will
be even stronger if the North-South transmission
lines are built with the delay or perhaps never. It is
interesting to note that the methods used by the over
1,000 civic initiatives against the construction of the
new transmission lines remind those described in
chapter 3.
 Equipment manufacturers like Siemens, ABB or GE
have conflicting interests. On one hand, their conventional power plant business suffers. On the other hand,
installing new grid infrastructure and wind plants is a
lucrative business.
11 Outlook: unstable
In addition to the idealistic ambitions – without real effect
– for climate protection, the Energiewende is accommodating the interests of very diverse groups inside and
outside of Germany. It is a permanent challenge to further
accommodate all these interests and so the legislative
framework had to be adapted every year during the past
decade. This challenge becomes more and more difficult
because the current framework generates increasing
inherent instability due to the following aspects:
 In the last ten years, Germany's import costs for primary
energy have more than doubled from 37 billion € in
2004 to 77 billion € in 2014. [38]
 Increasing costs for the support for renewables
(23.6 billion € per year), for the construction of new
lines (several dozen billion € once), for re-dispatching
measures (200 Mio € per year) and compensation for
renewable plants that can't operate because of grid
constraints (83 Mio € per year) [39].
 In the past ten years, the household electricity price
increased by 67 %. Today, German households pay
the second highest price for electricity in Europe
(29.5 €ct/kWh compared to 20.8 €ct/kWh in EU-
average) [40].
 Germany's current economic strength might not be
permanent.
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E N E R G Y P O L I C Y, E C O N O M Y A N D L A W

 Increasing difficulty to handle grid bottlenecks
combined with a lack of political will to build new
transmission lines.
 New investments in wind and solar will decline because
the turbines and panels are designed to operate
for at least 20 years. This is a lethal threat to wind turbine producers and project developers that require permanent new builds or re-powering in order to sustain
their business model. In 2015 the new installation of
wind turbines has already decreased by 17 % compared
to 2014 [41].
 In Southern Germany, private electricity generation
from a combination of solar panel and a Li-ion battery
starts to be cost competitive with the public power price
containing 49 % of tariffs and taxes. The more grid users decide to exit public power supply, the higher will be
the burden of tariffs and taxes for those who remain
thus increasing the incentive to exit. Recently, Daimler
and Tesla have strongly invested in domestic Li-Ion battery technology. [42]
 Groups more or less openly defending the interest of
the gas exporters are now applying the methods on coal
plants that have proven successful against nuclear.
And last but not least, the private monthly bill starts to be
higher for electricity than for the smart phone.
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